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Good afternoon.
_ t

, I want to ihank Dean Zaffararip for his kind invitatiOn to share your
*

hospitality today.'

my purpose ik<this-talk to,discuss.some of thd broader dimensions of

what is sometimes loosely called the crisis in gPriduate education in the .

sciences and engineering.
. .

The crisis concerns a number of interactingrfactors which threaten in the1

next 10 or 20 years' to lode our national capacity to do world-c1ass-s(5ence
.

.

A our uhiversitiest It is in the universities that 55 percent of all'our basic/
, /

scientiric re,search is performed, and in discipliaps like chemistry doctoral

,

candidates contribute to more than half of the research reports.

It is.sobering to reflect that most of our fellow Americans would think it

1

odd for us to worry about the vitality of'American science. Just last mlir,h,

American investipatori won every Nobel award ih the sCiences--in phygics,
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Chemistry, medicifte and eom s, to te exact. Still anothe'r American won the
\

award in lqters_ What more comT.elling testimony could one adduce,to thd,

istteihgth of our.science'and our system of higher education in the Sciences.
.

And.yet wy,kfrow that appearances can deceive. We are part of sbmething

whiciihasteen)abeled the "knowledge/industry" and if we are to puisue this

metaphor a bit further, the I believe A must acknowledge that our present
e

appearance of goo0 health and prosperity may be supremely deceptive. ifhe

, dividends we are generating todky representa consumptien of capital, and we 'N.

are plowing back too little to produce fütlincome.

/ When the Dean )nvited me to visit Ames1 he suggested that__An appropriate

1

top1c would be the impact of federal funding on graduate education. Alovrever,
) ,

I am taking the liberty of enlarging the area of discussion. As we shall see,

whilt federal funding is-a major year-to-year factor ink,graduate education;

for the \ong pull it is not the only'one--nor the Ii6t important.

/0 I believe we are dealing with a constellation of factors which together
ow'

'define a problem that is more -tructural.thgn financial. It is a problem that

cannot be solved SiMply through additional infusions of resources mithin the

, existtng framework of federal support for graduate and.postdoctoral education

in the sciences and'engineering, even were such 1 appfoach to become politically

realistiQ.
_

-)

tet me list tbe components of the probleM from my-own viewpoint. TheseL.-

are dollars, of course, but also delnographic ere?, the rigidity in university

faculties stowing from aygnificant expansion in tenured positiors,,and the

.

scarcity Of new faculty po5ition for youngt4 dacoral scientists'and engineers.

4.
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If we can apprechte the' interaction of these elements, and the long-term threat

t preient to the vitaliti of our basic research apparatus then I believe

we can begin Nievelop constructive new approaches to alleviate some of the

worst features of our situation-.

But first I would like to review some recent history. Surely th'e rut-.

) standing fact has been the explosive growth in science and engineering degrees.

Annual awardi of bachelor degrees in these fieldt,surged from .121,000 in 14960

to 295,000 in 1975. The award of masters degrees increased from 20,000 to

54,000 annually during the same period, and doctoral awards increased fylm abodt,

,6,000 to mue than 18,000.
.

,... .

6 ThfS 12apird*owth in the scienCe; and i41ering wfis:p0-t& a vast

expansion in college enrollments for degrees of all types, and in turn rested. ..'

Upon demographic factors, The first Of the wartime and postwar babies had

reached the 18-year cohort by the- earlg 1960s, and this fact plus rising

1

affluence did WondroOS things-for college enrollments. It noteworthy that

science and engineering degrees hell roughly constant at 30 percent of the

1

total of all bacholdr and first-professional degreos awarded during the

1960-75 peridd, While the absolute number,of all degr'ees in these disciplines

çcreased strongly during the period.

ls a consequence of this educational commitment to the technical dis-
.

ciplines, our total number of scientists-and engine* doubled during the 1950s
hi

to 1:2 Million, and reached 2.0 million'in 1971, including 271,000 at the

doctoral level. At a later point I will focus more precisely 'upon this gr up
.1

for,they represent the most higtyly-trdined men and waien of'their professions.
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It is they Who must provide the ledtlership for our scientific cAnunity, and
)

.

.
,

._ bec e almost 60 percent of our.science 4nd engineering doLtorals pursue their

call ng,within the higher education syRtem, I deem it particularly appropciate
,)

to dwell on their well-being in this forum.
,

To return to history, however, avsecond fact to consider is the trajectory

of resources available during this perio'd of rapid Oildup to support graduates

level education in the sciencq and engineerfilg, as well as'basic.res6arch in
44 4

these disciplines. Focusing on the latter point first, total utiays for
1

basic research in the universities multiplied six-fold in currient dollars

between 1960 and 197,5, when the ,outlay amounted to about $2.4.billion: The

federal share of this support, about 70 piircent at the'beginning of the

period, expanded to a peak of 76'percent in 1968, *it thereafter fell back' to
4

About,71 percent in 191,75--or,apProximate1y $1.7 billion.

The pitture grows much lpleaker when we apilly the GNP deflator end took at the

numbers in terms of 1972.thnstant dollars. On thisi()asis, we see that growth
1

iin untversity outlays for basic research essentially stopped de0 in 1970,

and since then total outlays have tAded to coqract. It is obvious that the
A

federal goverrent has 'played a significant role in th s development. After

peaking atmoi.e than 11:5 billion in 1968, the federal ntribution to

. university basic "research has declin2d about 5 percent, rqultifIg in a 1975

level of about $1,4 billion in constant dollars:
,

1F

c-The statistics-a7 even more

)
heerless when we consider the pattern of

' .suppOrt fo'r"graduatelscience students. tn 1167 thpiederal government provfded

42 pe c t of the support of.full-time graduate stadents in,fhesciences_by

. .means of such. mechanisms as fellowships, traineeships, research, assistantships,

and training grants. By 1975, the government's"cpntribution had fallen to

ar4
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23 percent and it was supporting only atiout 48,000 graduate scieoce students.

1) Here icideed,is a federal pmpact qn graduate education, and on the'conduct4.

of basic research as well- .1 believe we can trace this cOntracOon to the

'convergence, of -severill factors. There was-a sharp reduction in the volumekof

basic research supported by the Defens. Department in the late 1960s

which was .notentiPtly offset by increased'suriport from NS1F. anethe Department '

Of Health, Education and Welfare4e-There 05.8 stubborn cost,inflation which

eroded the value of current dollar outlays by more than their year-to-year

increase, particularTy after 197L There was a ser-fl'e46 of "austerity" bmdgets

desiged to cope wfth this inflaiion by reducing aggrega4conomic demand;

and the science and education community fophd itself particularly vulnerable

when it came to passing out the tuts.

But fundamentally, L belteve.the end of growth in the sixties. was._ineviiable.
I. )

and that. ft reflected a perception that we had overbuilt our 9docalional

Plant in Ae sciences, that we were producing too many scient4sts and engineers, '
f

for the available carprs in.theSe disciplineSc 'and ihat continued growth at
. I

,the 4ady rate of the earlier 1960s could no longer be justified in terms of

national security needs,

So much for the dismal history of our present ;ituation...JNow
I would://

like to r'eturn to the central line of discussion. We are concerned with the

lfactors shaping the future of graduate education in science and engiring--A

factors which also threaten the vitility of basie research conducted within our

iuniveiSities. To will recall that these factors incl de dollars, domographics,, 4
) fI. )

rigidity in the, composition of faciaties, and the sca city of faculty poOtions -.
\

for younger scientists and engineers..
, c' N,._
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AS. for the dollar outlook% I am.happy to jhorm yoil that the f d

funding pattern has now turned upward sli)htly. In the budget request. )

foi:Ilhe 1917 fisCal year, the Administra on'asked thi7 Congress for $2.5
/-,\

ibillion to. suppohtall bdsic research he sciences and engineertng, in

increase of 7.4 percent over -the prevfo ar, and a small increase`

i constant'dollars. leihile/we have not rojek,ted the impactYf this on

cba ic research spending Within the univehsities, it it flotedorthY that theV
P

Foundation's portion of totat Federal basic research funding has increased \rpm

$541 million'in the last fiscal year ta *12 million in the current year.

This is an advance of 13 perc&A in current db110-s4 Nhq an advance of about.'

percent:ilit1972 constani dollars. ,.....,-.

. ,.

NoW let us turn to the demographic factor. As Oe have seen, this was
/ -\ .

uthe p'ff driver in the yxpansive 1960s. What impact will it lave in the 1980s? -
I .

As we track the 18-year cphort7-the age of keenest interest to the college ,

. .

deans.of admissionwe see that we have almost reached the peak din &for post-war

\opulation. In fhVt, 4ismil1 arrive-in 1979 when this group wil'l totai .4.3i

million, abou.t 60 pereent,greater than in 1960. Thereafter thelorliber of 18-.. . , ,

.
a

.. ,.

year-olds decreases; by 199-0, for exainpi-e-, we anticipate fewer than 3.-5
e

millfon in this age group. As might be expected,,the 23-year rhort--the age'P
,

i of interest to graduateichoolswill peak in 1984, then turn.downward ie the

same ihshion.

1Nlhat will this mehn for college, enirollgnts'? 4The_Nationa1 Center for

Education Statistic of NEW.wedicts a peak of 7.1millfbn degve-credit

students enrollecOn'foulo-yAr colleges and univerSities in 1980, about 20

krcent of them graduate students: As for the numbers of students pursuing
1

.

advanced qpgrees tn_the sciences and engineering, thQNatignal Science Coun46-

lion projects 'a to all, orabout 210,000 by 1985,J5 percent below the peak,

AI. r
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reached in 1976. Our worst case is'in the *ysioal sclences, where enroll-

ment peaked at 41000 in 1968 and had hlreaciY declined About 12 percent by 1973.

Ttie projected 1985 enrollment for advanced degrees in physical sciencq is'

expected to be *Out 55 percent belch, the 1968 peak.
I

Of course, univirsity, faculties are'nlit-ineune to these demand fActuations.

The Foundaiion projects a probable faculty level oftabout. 230,000 in the science

and engineering disciOlines in 1985 about 7 percent belóWthe 1972 level.

Again the physicki sciences:Present t4, ricirst case--a falloff of about 25 percent.

crier the period. -4

The'point 1 want to emphasize here is that the demand for the services

of science and engineering faculty .( es"sentially f xed by demographic trends,
.t

.
.-

.

and therels liftle that govern'ent policy or-the t. iversities can do to alter'
,

this,ciroumstance.
f#

To the extent we have any flexibility at all, it is mainly

on:the supply side of the eqOation. Here we,ake
1
concerned with the ways ..

. .

universitieS and faculties respond to this reduced demand, and the *pact of.
0.

.., this response on university-Imployment'oppi)rtunities for younger science and
RP Vengineering doctorals: Wh4t we are seeing is that_faculty supply elast4city,

Nfe"

/such as it ids, falls almost entirely on thetfunior, uritenured PhDs.

Three.sets'Of stat tics are instruttive with-respect to current faculty

,.trends. One shbws a steady decline of "younq7doctorals"--those holding doctoral.,

degrees for seven years or less--in science and engineering facu/ti,es.
, 'etween

1968 and 1975, they dropp'ed" from 42 percent to 27 percent of the total on these

Faculties, ahd -in physics they droppA from 40 percent to 19 percent. The.T
t

second statistical trend is the substantial increase in the proportion of' 1 ,

A.

tenured faculty in the stiences" ahd engineering; b3( 1974, thii- had reached ',an

overall awqrage o 70 percent, with physics at 78 percent and chemical

I I
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engincering at a high, of 81 percent. -The third, and one 4 am .sure none of us

want'toklwell on, is the.-relentless increasq.in facu-1-ty age, We 'show an

-/increase froM 40.to 44 years in the Median age of .all science and engineering4.

faculty between the years 1969 and 1973.

'It is this concentration of tenured science and engineering faculty in

the'middle years which is causing us.tncreastng con ern. In the.physical

( sciences; for ex mp e, we find 80 percent of the do toral faculty wat -under

the age-of 50 in 19 3,_and almost 95 Percent were below the age of 60-. When

we combine this age structure with the anticipated decline in total faculty, we

see that we facethe prosp ct of limited attrition of tehured fasculty in thel'
/

years immediately ahead and limited possibilities for transWing this
.

. '4.

4

attrition ) nto the appointment of new, young doctorals wh9 must, of cours'1,

Pick up the torch if we are to maintain a viable basic research capability-in

our universities. In this situation, one naturally'begins to think of options

to assure a smoother flow of yotinger doctorals into f culty positiohs. One
.

4 (

opportun)ity-for this is the mid-career shift for the n or Amain who would

like to strike out in new directions, but who is many years away from../petirement.

Such mid-career shifts would free 0 faculty positions for junior_doctorals.

But-when we examine the possibilities of mid-career shifts for senThr

faculty, e immediately-run into.a majer
obstac1e--lhe;characteristics-of the

primte rettrements pia, in which most faculty participate. Many of the older
- ,

pians'specify a fixed retirement age,.upally 65 or 70, before the' benefits

are availab19,. Increasingly, the newq Plans contain early re'tirement provisions,

'



"but.they invariab y extfa'A substantial financial penalty on.the faculty member.
24

who elects thts option; usually abcut 6 perceq for each year of premature

retirealent. Considertng the d1f)erentiarbetwe4 alary forgone and the
I

4.
redUced pension and sociAil security benefits, we find that faculty retiring at

age '62 rather than' the usual age 65 incur a financial penalty of as much as

25 percent. A
/-

However, we are not really concerned with earhy retirement per se, because .

this has littlemotential for solving our problem. There are simply too few

senior doctoral scientistsapproaching the,age of 60 or 62. .Even if they were

to retire a few years early, this would hot open a significant number of

vacancies for junior faculty-members. This is why we focus on mid-career

opportunities for faCultywithmaproductive_ years ahead of them. It is here

that we see that the private retirement arrangements constitute a major barrier

to career decisions which manyTqf our senior faculty might otherwise contemplate.

To keep the plans viable until a proper retirement age is reached, the contribu-

tions to the plan must be continued. But4Who is to carry this burden? The

g faculty member? The university wkich has lost the services of the
*

-faculty member and which is almost certainly,under financial strain? Or the
-y

new employ,e, if in fact there is one?

Her , perhaps, is a possible role for the federal government. One can

visua ze an incentive prog.ram for fa ulty who decide to-embark on a second

eer well before retirement age. In this program the government might

contribute at least a portion of the funcis 4lecessary to maintain the indiVidualic

retirementylan, and.only oncondition that the vacated position is made available

t)a younger vientist or enginepr. But-how is sucha program to be administered?

ar:
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If open to all,what would prevent the departure of the most valued faculty

members--perhapi to 6er universities where we are also trying to create

spaces for'younger-faculty. On the other hand, if the plan is to be made

selectiVe, how can.this be made equitable?

I have gone into some detail on this because I want to emphasize'that we

are,dealing wicth ajeomplex situation which lies well boyond the reach ofrthe

federal government--though the government can make a significagt contribution.

There is littTe we can-do abotit demographics, of course. As for university--

faculty rolationships and a 'host of iffdividual career decisions, these are the

very stuff of our academic freedoms. The fiOderal vvei-nment cannot simply

luy" A solution with dollars, because the solution 1nIth6,end must be worked

out in the universities. However, I am hopeful tbat the government can play--

an important role in easing the neceSsary tran ition to a,more flexible and

responsjvé institutionakarrangemen't, and tha

the continued vital* of our>national k6owle

0 res'earch capabill in our universities.

With'this cavat in mind, I would like, to suggest one or'two additional

in this way we can maintain

e base aod,tIie4rucial basic

iipproaches we might_conSider_for making mid-career shifts-more attractive for

senior f ulty, and in the process freeing up university positions for jupior
A

faculty.

. We might, Aor example, tnstitute a program of Selkior Research Scientist

Grants for outstanding and productive scientists. Such a grant, equivalent to

perhaps one-half the individual's regular salary, wouTd.permit him or tier to
, -

devote ull time to research prolects, while,remaining dn a university faculty.

t

1



A condition of the vrant woMd require that the university use the relessed

salary funds to hire a young fatulty member to pick up the teaching load

previously carried by the senior scientist. If we were fo' institutte,,such a

program on a pilot basisvrthe
initialeawards might range'up to $25,000 annually

_for a five-year period, with the possibility of a one-time renewal for an

additional five years.

A second area of interest concerns the basit research needs-of our major

lndbstries. We have) traditionallY tended.to compartmentalize our af)proiach to

basic research in terms of who is performing the work. Yet the commodity remain .

the same: Industry is a maje consumer of basic research results, and its

needs.run far beyond thosi ft-can be reasonably expected to supply on an

in-hoilse basis.

It seems to me that we may profitably consider the needs r strength

of university faculties on the one hand, and industrial consumers of basic 0
researeh on the otlrr, for we may find,significant complementarities wheme a

small investment will exert a hIgh degree.pf_leverage in terms oi attractine
0

senior faculty interA return tefull-time basic research. I have in mind IT:

posibilities icke-theAreation of research illtitutes whichenjoy some indbtry

partitipation but/wklch remain under university atTspices. Tax-incentives
e'

.., might be helpf61 in the creation ef such institites,'as well as a suggested new

joundation'policy,to expand support for cooperative basic.research'ftojects
.11 tonduaed by joint industry-university groups.

I do mik pretend that these approaches will "solve" our fundamental

blem of4(laintaining the strength and creativity of our scientific 'research

t levels, o which we have happily become accustomed, like the laws of physics,,
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..:demographic trends tend-to be 'ratner -inflexible. Ihe Nobel Prizes we harvest'
today are 'Tooted- in work typically conductea- lS. years 'or so in the past, and
we cannA-realisticely expect that the lign's,share of these coveted Award'S-

4
will continue ityitably,and automatically to flow in out'. direction.

,

AOn the-other hand, I do not share some 001e, deeply pesimistic sentiments
voiced by a wide cross-section.of

baskiNlemAers as to the futur, of basic,
research

iriour'institutions:of higher learning. However,4(I am moSt
impressed by the concern in the academic community that we are no longer attracting
the ablest young people to our disciplines--not because they are "turned off"
of thete tough disciplinls, but because they perceive little opportuniwfo.
advance in them even if they vaster the difficult regimen.

One thing we absolutely must do Js think more systematically about
science in the 1980s and 1990s--the last two LdKades,of this century.
In fact; the Foundation intends to mobilize the scientific community
to participate as widely as possible in a searching inqufry of scientific
trends and capabilities

during this period. We want to considpr
potential intellectual developments in science during the last two
decades of this century,' changes.within the science establishment affecting
its future qrength and its nelds for public resources,and finally the

1
yossibility that economic, social and technOlogical Problems may aris6
which drive future knowledge demands and technical manpower needs in new

4

and unaccustomed
dir'ections. We are now studying a number of options

for the conduct of this exhaustive study,,and I am h6peful 'that it will
.,eventually provide us with.important insights for 'etie handling of the
somewhat narrower problem we are 'discussing today.

1 3
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At the verycMintmlum, 2 am coiliident that this major turcly will help us

avoid the mistakes df the past,'so that we will not again,be blind-sided by

anythihg as obl)ious as 6 demographic trend. And.1 am confident

that we will bp,able.to find solutions to the problem I have discussed today--

how to prevent a girof 10 years orAso in the introduction of substantial

numbers'of young doctoral scientists and engineers into our university faculties".-

I am also confident that together we will find answers to the broader question

of how to devise institutional structures Wich will enable us to meet the

growing need for scientific research in an era of limited university resources_
, But m9re than this, I think we must recognize that science and engineering,

andrthe practitioners of these professions, continue to enjoy a high level of

public reSpecrand confidence. It is true that public esteem for all institu-

tions and professions during recent years has declined in absolute terms. But

recent surveys_ by the National Science Board show 'that relative to others, Our

qwn field has either held its-own or gained.

I believe k,_can draw satisfactiyo from this because a supportive public

is crucial tj our endeavors. At the same time, it should remind us that public

trust is a thing whict; must be continuously earned, and that .01 of us havA.nn

obligation, both to ourselves and to the public. to_find ways to sustain the

vitality and creativity of our disciplines.

#
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